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The New Mexico State Library and Books By Mail say goodbye to longtime employee of Books By Mail and the N.M. State Library:

Veronica Marquez

Retired from State Government with 25 years of service on May 1, 2018.

Best Wishes to Veronica from all of us!
Dear Patrons,

Like us on our Books By Mail - New Mexico State Library page at https://www.facebook.com/NMSLBBM/

If you have any pictures of yourself or family receiving or mailing our books, feel free to send them to us so we can post them on our Facebook page.

Visit Eclipse, (http://bbm.nmstatelibrary.org/), our online system which is available 24/7. Our voicemail, (1-800-395-9144) will also take messages 24/7. You can also fax us at 505-476-7767.

**The best time to call us or email us with your order is between 8 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. to ensure your order goes out the same day. (Excluding weekends, orders will be processed next business day)

Please put your name or ID # when filling out your requests to ensure your book order gets to you.

Date:___________ Phone:_____________
ID#: P-_________ County:____________
Name:__________________________
Address:________________________
Town:_________________ Zip:__________
New Address ☐ New Patron ☐

Please send me the following:
No._______________ No._______________ No._______________
No._______________ No._______________ No._______________
No._______________ No._______________ No._______________

(S) Indicates you will accept a substitute title. Number of adults_______ and children_______ served by this order. Please print clearly so your order will be filled accurately. You can also call us toll free at 1-800-395-9144 to place your order
NEW MEXICO STATE LIBRARY

BOOKS BY MAIL

RURAL SERVICES

RURAL BOOKMOBILES:

**EAST** Ph: 575-461-1206
Tucumcari, NM 88401

**Counties Served:** Chaves, Curry, Eddy, Guadalupe, Lea, Lincoln, Otero, Quay, Roosevelt, San Miguel
https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileEast

**WEST** Ph: 505-841-5250
Los Lunas, NM 87031

**Counties Served:** Catron, Cibola, Grant, Hidalgo, McKinley, Sierra, Socorro, Valencia
https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileWest?ref=ts&fref=ts

**NORTHEAST** Ph: 575-376-2474
Cimarron, NM 87714

**Counties Served:** Colfax, Guadalupe, Harding, Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel, Sandoval, Taos, Union

Contact the Bookmobile headquarters in your area for the Bookmobile schedules or go online at http://nmstatelibrary.org under the Direct & Rural Services tab, Rural Bookmobiles, to access them.

*Library for the Blind & Physically Handicapped* provides audio material for the blind, reading disabled, physically handicapped and some homebound people. For more information about this program call 1-800-456-5515.
**CATEGORY CODES**

What is the 3 letter code at the beginning of each book description? These category codes will give you more specific information about the books that you are borrowing (Not every category will appear in each catalog). *Please Note: Previous Catalogs are still available to order from.*

Happy Reading!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADV</td>
<td>Adventure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGY</td>
<td>Anthology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANI</td>
<td>Animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANT</td>
<td>Antiques/Collectibles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>Art/Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUT</td>
<td>Automotive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIO</td>
<td>Biography/Autobiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLI</td>
<td>African-American Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Business/Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Career/Jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKG</td>
<td>Cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUR</td>
<td>Current Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DICT</td>
<td>Dictionary/Thesaurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRA</td>
<td>Drama/Films/Plays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENV</td>
<td>Environmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAM</td>
<td>Family/Marriage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAN</td>
<td>Fantasy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIC</td>
<td>General Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIN</td>
<td>Investments/Personal Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>Games/Puzzles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAR</td>
<td>Gardening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRA</td>
<td>Graphic Novels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEA</td>
<td>Health/Diet/Exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIF</td>
<td>Historical Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMR</td>
<td>Home Repair/Decorating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOB</td>
<td>Hobbies/Crafts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOL</td>
<td>Holidays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOR</td>
<td>Horror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUM</td>
<td>Humor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVE</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 5-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVI</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 8-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVP</td>
<td>Juvenile/Preschool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JYY</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 13-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>Latin Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF</td>
<td>Lifestyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIT</td>
<td>Literature/Classics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTC</td>
<td>Literature/Contemporary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED</td>
<td>Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLC</td>
<td>Multi cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT</td>
<td>Inspirational/Motivational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOV</td>
<td>Movie/TV Tie-In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUS</td>
<td>Music/Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYS</td>
<td>Mystery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAT</td>
<td>Nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>New Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTV</td>
<td>Native American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>Occult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCF</td>
<td>Occult Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAR</td>
<td>Parenting/Childbirth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHO</td>
<td>Photography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POE</td>
<td>Poetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POL</td>
<td>Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP</td>
<td>Popular Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDI</td>
<td>Psychology/Self Help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REC</td>
<td>Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REF</td>
<td>Reference/General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td>Religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFL</td>
<td>Reference/Foreign Languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>Romance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>Sexuality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFF</td>
<td>Science Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPO</td>
<td>Sports/Recreation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUS</td>
<td>Suspense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Southwest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAX</td>
<td>Tax Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRD</td>
<td>Travel/Domestic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRF</td>
<td>Travel/Foreign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRU</td>
<td>True Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WES</td>
<td>Western</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM</td>
<td>Women’s Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XMS</td>
<td>Christmas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Books By Mail Patron Comment Form**

You can enclose this form in the bag with your book order. Any additional space needed can be used on a separate sheet of paper. Thank you for your time.

Name: (Optional) ____________________________    ID#: (Optional) P- ___________

If anyone would like to share a story on how this service has helped you or your family, we would love to hear it. Any comment/suggestions?: ____________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
ADV  Nighthawk
Cussler, Clive  BN-7196
When the most advanced aircraft ever designed vanishes over the South Pacific, Kurt Austin and Joe Zavala are drawn into a deadly contest to locate the fallen machine. Russia and China covet the radical technology, but the United States worries about a darker problem. They know what others don't, that the X-37 is carrying a dangerous secret, a payload of exotic matter, extracted from the upper reaches of the atmosphere and stored at a temperature near absolute zero. As long as it remains frozen, the cargo is inert, but if it thaws, it will unleash a catastrophe of nearly unthinkable proportions.

ADV  Exit strategy
Hamilton, Steve  LP-5146
LARGE PRINT. Nick Mason has been given a true mission impossible: Infiltrate WITSEC, the top-secret federal witness-protection program that has never been compromised, locate the three men who put his boss Darius Cole behind bars for life, and kill them.

BIO  Champion
Johnson, Craig  BN-7106
When Pastor Craig and Samantha Johnson moved to Houston to take a position at Lakewood Church, they thought they had it made. Two kids, a great job, a beautiful home, and a solid plan for the future. Their dream, however, was interrupted by the unplanned arrival of a third child, Connor. Connor grew to become a normal, healthy toddler. When he turned two, however, something changed. He stopped talking, displayed behavioral problems, and was no longer the cheerful, engaged little boy they had known. No one seemed to have answers until the official diagnosis was handed down, autism.

BIO  Endurance
Kelly, Scott  LP-5131
LARGE PRINT. An illustrated memoir by the astronaut who spent a record-breaking year aboard the international Space Station shares candid reminiscences of his voyage, his colorful formative years and the off-planet journeys that shaped his early career.

BIO  Prince Harry
Larcombe, Duncan  BN-7114
Describes the life and antics of the most rebellious member of the British royal family, recounting his military career and love life and the public's unending devotion to him.

CKG  Noodle soup
Albala, Ken  BN-7058
This primer offers the recipes and techniques for mastering quick-sipper staples and luxurious from-scratch feasts. The author made a different noodle soup every day for 2 years. He explains about making stock bases, using dried or fresh noodles, and choosing from a huge variety of garnishes, flavorings and accompaniments.

CKG  You can have it!
Alexander, Devin  BN-7112
The celebrity chef on The Biggest Loser and author of the New York Times best-selling The Biggest Loser Cookbook series presents more than 125 easy diabetes-friendly recipes, Bacon Ranch Flatbread Pizza, Drippy Taco Burgers, Waffle Fry BBQ Bits, Cheese Lasagna Rollups, Dark chocolate "Pudding, and many more.

CKG  Just add sauce
America’s Test Kitchen  BN-7060
A collection of more than 175 recipes by the experts from America's Test Kitchen helps home cooks to add flavor and variety to everyday meals with modern sauces, in a reference that features diverse options in the areas of dressings, gravies, relishes, curries and more.

CKG  Amish cooking class cookbook
Brunstetter, Wanda E.  BN-7059
The author of New York Times best-selling Amish romance novels shares over 200 practical recipes that invite fans to return to cooking basics from boiling eggs and kneading biscuits to building a German Pizza and Amish Haystack feast.

CKG  Fix-it and forget-it cooking for two
Comerford, Hope  BN-7116
This new addition to the New York Times best-selling series presents the easiest slow cooker recipes, including Chicken Parmigiana, Taco Bean Soup, and White Bean and Chicken Chili, for two people that are wholesome and delicious.

CKG  Easy dairy-free Keto
Emmerich, Maria  BN-7157
Helps those trying to follow a ketogenic diet, but who also have diary intolerance or allergies, by providing delicious, high-fat, low-carb and dairy free keto recipes including almost devilish eggs, snickerdoodle mini muffins, curry chicken meatballs and avocado salmon ceviche.
CKG ☆ Jerky: make your own delicious jerky and jerky dishes using beef, venison, fish, or fowl
Livingston, A. D. BN-7061
A guide to making high-protein, low-fat, delicious jerky and jerky dishes using beef, venison, fish, or fowl.

CKG ☆ Cooking with your instant pot® mini
Schlueter, Heather BN-7194
The Instant Pot® Mini has the same features as the #1 selling multicooker, at a compact size that's just right for smaller families, couples, and singles. But how should home cooks convert recipes for this little machine? Reducing the recipes by half does not work; this cookbook will! Custom-made for this model, it features 100 recipes plus authorized operating basics for new owners.

CKG ☆ Power blender revolution
Simkins, Vanessa BN-7119
Overflowing with more than 300 creative and delicious recipes, the creator, writer and photographer behind AllAboutJuicing.com presents a first-of-its-kind cookbook for power-blender owners that provides expert tips, tricks and techniques for choosing, using and maintaining their machines.

FANTASY

FAN ☆ The handmaid's tale
Atwood, Margaret LP-5137
LARGE PRINT. Offred is a Handmaid in the Republic of Gilead, once the USA. She may leave the home of the Commander and his wife once a day to walk to food markets whose signs are now pictures instead of words because women are no longer allowed to read. She must lie on her back once a month and pray that the Commander makes her pregnant, because in an age of declining births, Offred and the other Handmaids are valued only if their ovaries are viable. Offred can remember the years before, when she lived and made love with her husband, Luke; when she played with and protected her daughter; when she had a job, money of her own, and access to knowledge. But all of that is gone now.

FAN ☆ Future home of the living God
Erdrich, Louise LP-5142
LARGE PRINT. A tale set in a world of reversing evolution and a growing police state follows the efforts of a pregnant woman who investigates her biological family while awaiting the birth of a child who may emerge as a member of a primitive human species.

FAN ☆ The summer dragon
Lockwood, Todd BN-7169
When the Summer Dragon, one of the rare and mythical High Dragons, makes an appearance in her quiet valley, Maia, whose family raises dragons for the political war machine, is swept into an adventure that pits her against the deathless Horrors and forces her to fight to preserve everything she holds dear.

GENERAL FICTION

FIC ☆ Like a bee to honey
Beckstrand, Jennifer LP-5112
LARGE PRINT. (The Honeybee Sisters Book 3.) Unable to accept the sweet attention she has been receiving from her handsome neighbor, Josiah Yoder, shy Rose Christner has a change of heart when a vandal who had been plaguing the Honeybee Farm sends her into his waiting arms.

FIC ☆ The story of Arthur Truluv
Berg, Elizabeth LP-5141
LARGE PRINT. Making daily visits to the grave of his beloved late wife, Arthur forges unexpected relationships with a nosy neighbor and a troubled teen who dubs him "Truluv" before the trio discovers healing and family together.

FIC ☆ Seeing red
Brown, Sandra BN-7170
When her interview with Major Franklin Trapper, who led survivors of a bombing to safety twenty-five years earlier, goes wrong, Kerra Bailey joins forces with his estranged son John to uncover the truth about the event.

FIC ☆ Keeping secrets
Byler, Linda BN-7195
(Sadie's Montana Book 2). Sadie must choose between Mark, who finds it hard to tell her the secrets of his past, and Daniel, a visitor from Lancaster County who's funny, well-mannered, and completely dedicated to his family. Meanwhile, there's horse trouble in Montana again, only this time, horses aren't being stolen, they're being shot by snipers in a blue pickup truck. (Sadie's Montana Book 1, BE-5174)

FIC ☆ The disappearances
Byler, Linda BN-7045
(Sadie's Montana Book 3) As Sadie and Mark settle into their new home, they are visited by FBI agents who warn them that Sadie's valuable horse may put them in grave danger.

FIC ☆ Room on the porch swing
Clipston, Amy BN-7044
(An Amish Homestead novel #2.) Ever since her best friend died six months ago, Laura Reihl has vowed to make each day count. And that means she should probably break off her relationship with Rudy. They've been together for so many years, and his friendship means the world to her. But she knows friendship doesn't come close to the fireworks of true love, and she's not really feeling the fireworks. So when Savilla's widower, Allen, asks her to help him take care of the baby Savilla left behind, Laura jumps at the chance. Maybe the change of scenery will help her gain perspective on her relationship with Rudy. And she'd do anything to help Allen out, he's always been a good friend to her, and he's Rudy's best friend as well. (An Amish Homestead novel #1, BN-6102)
**FIC ★ Return to Whispering Pines**
Dunn, Scarlett  
BN-7136

A school teacher in Whispering Pines, Colorado, caring for the three abandoned siblings she brought from Boston, Adelaide Langtry, hoping to establish an orphanage, works closely with Sheriff Jack Roper to make her dream a reality, but things get tense between them when she discovers he is out to bring her outlaw brother to justice.

**FIC ★ The circle**
Eggers, Dave  
LP-5109

LARGE PRINT. When Mae Holland is hired to work for the world's most powerful internet company, she feels she's been given the opportunity of a lifetime. The Circle, run out of a sprawling, hip California campus, links all of users' online data with their universal operating system, creating a new age of civility and transparency. But what begins as the captivating story of one woman's ambition and idealism soon becomes a heart-racing novel of suspense, raising questions about memory, history, privacy, democracy, and limits of human knowledge.

**FIC ★ Uncommon type**
Hanks, Tom  
LP-5120

LARGE PRINT. The two-time Oscar winner presents a first collection of short fiction that includes the stories of a bowling champion who fears his celebrity has ruined his love of the game and an eccentric billionaire and faithful assistant who while searching for acquisitions discover romance and real life in a down-and-out motel.

**FIC ★ The summer cottage**
Kietzman, Susan  
LP-5139

LARGE PRINT. Helen Street spent childhood summers at her family's cottage on Long Island Sound. Thirty years later, Helen is her mother's sole caregiver. Claire, now terminally ill, puts her in the awkward position of telling the others that she'll leave everything to Helen, unless everyone comes to the shore for the 4th of July weekend.

**FIC ★ Pachinko**
Lee, Min Jin  
BN-7121

PACHINKO follows one Korean family through the generations, beginning in early 1900s Korea with Sunja, the prized daughter of a poor yet proud family, whose unplanned pregnancy threatens to shame them all. Deserted by her lover, Sunja is saved when a young tubercular minister offers to marry and bring her to Japan.

**FIC ★ A home for Hannah**
Lillard, Amy  
BN-7069

Returning home to her Amish community after being away for 15 years, widow Hannah McLean finds that her feelings for her first love, Aaron Zook, are as strong as ever as they rekindle their romance.

**FIC ★ Five-carat soul**
McBride, James  
LP-5100

LARGE PRINT. The author presents a collection of stories that are funny, poignant, insightful, unpredictable, imaginative and authentic, and explore the ways we learn from the world and the people around us.

**FIC ★ Truly madly guilty**
Moriarty, Liane  
LP-5101

LARGE PRINT. A busy couple formerly on the brink of realizing their dreams reflects on a fortuitous gathering with their best friends and another couple in a tale that explores the role of guilt in relationships and the power of everyday moments in family life.

**FIC ★ Ella: an Amish retelling of Cinderella**
Price, Sarah  
BN-7174

In this enchanting Amish retelling of the classic fairy tale, Ella Troyer, after her father's death, falls victim to her cold stepmother and nasty stepsisters until one day, while running an errand, she meets a young Amish man from a nearby town who gives her hope that she will finally have the love, family, and home for which she has been longing.

**FIC ★ The promise**
Simpson, Susan Lantz  
BN-7135

When her baby sister goes missing, Phoebe Yoder, a young Amish woman, promises Gott that if her sister is safely returned, she will marry Micah Graber, a man she doesn't love, and is determined to stay true to her vow even if it means denying her feelings for the man of her dreams, Benjamin Miller.

**FIC ★ Map of the heart**
Wiggs, Susan  
BN-7197

Widowed by an unspeakable tragedy, Camille Palmer has made her peace with the past and settled into the quiet safety of life with her teenage daughter, Julie, in a sleepy coastal town. Then the arrival of a mysterious package breaks open the door to her family's secret past. In uncovering a hidden history, Camille has no idea that she's embarking on an adventure that will utterly transform her. Camille, Julie, and Camille's father return to the French town of his youth, sparking unexpected memories, recollections that will lead them back to the dark days of the Second World War. And it is in the stunning Provencal countryside that they will uncover their family's surprising history.
In the spring of 1939 and three generations of the Kurc family are doing their best to live normal lives, even as the shadow of war grows closer. The talk around the family Seder table is of new babies and budding romance, not of the increasing hardships threatening Jews in their hometown of Radom, Poland.

### Health/Diet/Exercise

**HEA ★ Diabetes and keeping fit for dummies**  
Colberg, Dr. Sheri R.  
BN-7158

Featuring everything from a starter walking plan to strength and resistance training plans, Diabetes & Keeping Fit For Dummies offers all the guidance and step-by-step instruction you need to make exercise a priority in your diabetes management. Exercise improves fitness, increases insulin sensitivity, maintains bone health, helps in weight management, and improves sleep patterns. Who can't benefit from those things? This informative, down-to-earth guide shows you how to incorporate exercise into your routine, even if you haven't been in a gym since high school.

**HEA ★ Get off your acid**  
Gioffre, Daryl  
BN-7156

A chiropractor and raw-foods chef, who discovered the healing power of foods after his own battle with sugar addiction and highly acidic foods, shows you how to alkalize your diet and balance your pH, putting the body in balance and resulting in more energy, less pain, a stronger immune system, fat reduction and many more benefits.

**HEA ★ Surviving and thriving with an invisible chronic illness**  
Ilana, Jacqueline  
BN-7113

The author of the award-winning blog, Let's Feel Better, presents a guide in which she shares her experience living with two debilitating, yet invisible autoimmune diseases, and offers sound advice and practical tips for living with a chronic illness or disability that others can't see.

### Historical Fiction

**HIF ★ The jealous kind**  
Burke, James Lee  
LP-5135

*LARGE PRINT.* But beneath the glitz and superficial normalcy of life in Houston, a class war has begun, and it is nothing like the conventional portrayal of the decade. Against this backdrop Aaron Holland Broussard discovers the poignancy of first love and a world of violence he did not know existed. When Aaron spots the beautiful and gifted Valerie Epstein fighting with her boyfriend, Grady Harrelson, at a Galveston drive-in, he inadvertently challenges the power of the Mob and one of the richest families in Texas. He also discovers he must find the courage his father had found as an American soldier in the Great War.

**HIF ★ We were the lucky ones**  
Hunter, Georgia  
BN-7120

In the spring of 1939 and three generations of the Kurc family are doing their best to live normal lives, even as the shadow of war grows closer. The talk around the family Seder table is of new babies and budding romance, not of the increasing hardships threatening Jews in their hometown of Radom, Poland.

### History

**HIS ★ Andrew Jackson and the miracle of New Orleans**  
Kilmeade, Brian  
LP-5111

*LARGE PRINT.* A high-energy portrait of the seventh American president focuses on his formative military prowess during the War of 1812 and his pivotal contributions to the capturing of New Orleans from the British.

**HIS ★ Hidden figures**  
Shetterly, Margot Lee  
LP-5130

*LARGE PRINT.* Starting in World War II and moving through to the Cold War, the civil rights movement, and the space race, [this book] follows the interwoven accounts of Dorothy Vaughan, Mary Jackson, Katherine Johnson, and Christine Darden, four African American women who participated in some of NASA’s greatest successes.

**HIS ★ Friends divided**  
Wood, Gordon S.  
LP-5124

*LARGE PRINT.* A dual portrait of the second and third Presidents shares insights into their disparate backdrops, the partnership decisions that helped establish America's foundation and the unexpected ways their subsequent falling out and reconciliation corrected the course of a young republic.

### Hobbies/Crafts

**HOB ★ Crochet that fits**  
Hall, Mary Jane  
BN-7193

Say "goodbye" to crochet's stiff, boxy, hippie-child reputation and "hello" to Crochet that Fits, garments that fit your shape accessories that fit your style, and looks that fit right in with today's fashion trends! This book teaches an innovative, easy way to crochet fashions that are soft, shaped and drape able - from a little black dress that fits like a glove and a lacy baby-doll top, to cute and cozy slippers, ruffled shrugs and hobo bags. By using Mary Jane Hall's Graduated Stitch Method, along with the correct size hook and yarn, anyone can make flattering, form-fitted items!
HOR ★ Strange weather
Hill, Joe LP-5143

LARGE PRINT. A collection of four short novels that take us beyond the ordinary, into dreams and nightmares. There's a tattooed thug whose camera erases memories; a young man on his first parachute jump becoming trapped on a cloud; a rain of crystal splinters that shred the skin of anyone not safely under cover; and a security guard who stops a mass shooting in a mall and becomes a hero until his story begins to unravel.

Juvenile Ages 5 - 8

JVE ★ Erupt!
Galat, Joan Marie BN-7051
Kids will burst with excitement as they learn all about the science and wonder of volcanoes in this new National Geographic Kids Reader. The Level 3 text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging information for fluent readers. Plus, the book includes 100 fun facts for quick and quirky information on all kinds of volcanoes, all around the world, and even some that are out of this world!

JVE ★ Trickiest!
Jenkins, Steve BN-7053
This book will focus on the cleverest, most deceptive members of the animal kingdom.

JVE ★ Frozen worlds
Jenner, Caryn BN-7052
Young children are invited to learn about the frozen environments in and around the North and South Poles, blending comprehensive vocabulary with spectacular photographs of polar landscapes and engaging profiles of Arctic and Antarctic animals.

JVE ★ Ice, ice, puggy
Miller, Sara BN-7054
In this tale, Bob runs out of ice for his iced tea, so Bingo and Rolly head to Antarctica to get their owner the best ice ever!

JVE ★ A girl named Hillary
Paley, Rebecca BN-7050
The A Girl Named series tells the stories of how ordinary American girls grew up to be extraordinary American women. It took a lot of determination, courage, and confidence to become the first woman to be nominated for president by a major political party.

JVE ★ A girl named Rosa
Patrick, Denise Lewis BN-7049
The A Girl Named series tells the stories of how ordinary American girls grew up to be extraordinary American women. Rosa Parks refused to give up her bus seat to a white passenger in 1955, but how did she come to be so brave? A Girl Named Rosa describes the defining moments that made up her childhood and adolescence.

JVI ★ How to speak dolphin
Rorby, Ginny BN-7057
Lily loves her half-brother, Adam, but his autism has taken over her life. Lily can't make friends or go out after school, caring for Adam has forced Lily to become as much mother as sister. All Lily wants is for her stepfather, Don, to acknowledge that Adam has a real issue, and to find some kind of program that can help him. Then maybe she can have a life of her own.

JVI ★ Harry Potter: a journey through a history of magic
Rowling, J. K. BN-7098
As the British Library unveils a very special new exhibition in the UK, Harry Potter: A History of Magic, readers everywhere are invited on an enchanting journey through the Hogwarts curriculum, from Care of Magical Creatures and Herbology to Defense Against the Dark Arts, Astronomy, and more in this book uncovering thousands of years of magical history. Discover the truth behind the origins of the Philosopher's Stone, monstrous dragons, and troublesome trolls; examine real-life wands and find out what actually makes a mandrake scream; pore over remarkable pages from da Vinci's notebook; and discover the oldest atlas of the night sky.

JVI ★ Mount St. Helens 1980
Thompson, Gare BN-7055
Great Escapes books explore historical events and shows children working together in order to change the world for the better. In Mount St. Helen's 1980: Fiery Eruption!, Alex and Wendy love exploring this beautiful volcano. But when this long-dormant volcano erupts, the two best friends must race to save others, and themselves.

JVI ★ Underground railroad 1854
Thompson, Gare BN-7056
Great Escapes books explore historical events and shows children working together in order to change the world for the better. In The Underground Railroad 1854: Perilous Journey, George and Ruth, two teenage slaves, must rely on fellow teen Nathaniel to help them escape. Will they work together and trust each other, or pay a terrible price?

Juvenile Ages Preschool

JVP ★ Good night fairies
Gamble, Adam BN-7047
Good Night Fairies explores flower fairies, sea fairies, butterfly fairies, pixies, rainbow fairies, glitter fairies, cloud fairies, gnomes, elf fairies, brownies, will-o’-wisps, star fairies, moon fairies, and more.
JVP ☆ My first opposites
Peto, Violet BN-7046
This board book introduces the first concepts of opposites to babies, from black and white, to hard and soft, to happy and sad.

JVP ☆ Little blue truck's springtime
Schertle, Alice BN-7048
Celebrate the beauty of springtime with Little Blue Truck! Young fans will love finding all sorts of baby animals beneath the flaps in this delightful novelty board book. Beep! Beep! Peep!

JUVENILE AGES 13 - 18

JVY ☆ Sad perfect
Elliot, Stephanie BN-7192
Sixteen-year-old Pea has a secret: she has Avoidant/Restrictive Food Intake Disorder, which means she can't eat very much because nutritious foods frighten her. Having ARFID is like having a monster inside of her, one that dictates what she can eat, what she does and who she socializes with. This monster is growing and controlling more than just her food issues.

MAGAZINES

(Gardening)
GAR ☆ Better Homes and Gardens March 2018
Better Homes and Gardens BN-7002
Urban farmstead: a California couple grows their own; Space-saving garden ideas; Floral feast: edible flowers do more than look pretty, they add flavor, too.

GAR ☆ Better Homes and Gardens April 2018
Better Homes and Gardens BN-7014
Color issue: paint like a pro; Pick a color, set a mood; Kitchen trends; In the mood for color: what mood do you want for your home?; Delphiniums: get the drama of these garden stars without any aura.

GAR ☆ Better Homes and Gardens May 2018
Better Homes and Gardens BN-7022
Make it fresh: the food issue, flavors you’ll want to taste right now; Easy summer salads; 12 hot new kitchen trends.

GAR ☆ Better Homes and Gardens June 2018
Better Homes and Gardens BN-7033
Here comes summer: quick & easy tips for outdoor get-togethers; Plus buying a home? Everything you need to know; Giving back: a new kind of fundraiser; Garden design: landscaping that grew out of a learn-by-doing process.

(Health/Diet/Exercise)
HEA ☆ Prevention March 2018
Prevention Magazine BN-7000
Boost your metabolism naturally; Do probiotics work?; 50 healthiest packaged foods; Improve your mental clarity; 12 herbs and spices that heal.

HEA ☆ Prevention April 2018
Prevention Magazine BN-7013
Our essential guide to preventing disease; 12 ways to stop back pain!; Double your fiber naturally; Surprising stress busters; 5 myths about skin.

HEA ☆ Prevention May 2018
Prevention Magazine BN-7020
Walk off weight; It’s spring! 115 more reasons to get outside!; New hope for migraine; 4 skin care essentials; 5 crazy caffeine myths.

HEA ☆ Prevention June 2018
Prevention Magazine BN-7034
5 myths about hair; Everyday health fixes: 25 feel-good remedies; Mood boosting foods; 4 ways to beat fatigue fast; Crunch-free ab workout.

(History)
HIS ☆ Smithsonian Magazine April 2018
Smithsonian Magazine BN-7016
Hacking the future of... Artificial intelligence, Renewable energy, Curing cancer, Silicon Valley, and Beer!; Is Bitcoin the new confederate money?; America’s greatest trees; The thing that humbled the godfather of soul.

HIS ☆ Smithsonian Magazine May 2018
Smithsonian Magazine BN-7026
The exploration issue: China’s dinosaur boom: surprising discoveries change our view of the world’s mightiest beasts; Plunging into America’s greatest glaciers; Time traveling with Albert Einstein; The man who saved Havana.

HIS ☆ Smithsonian Magazine June 2018
Smithsonian Magazine BN-7038
America’s alien invasion and how to bite back!; Divers and chefs battle; The voracious lionfish; The schoolgirls who shattered segregation; Why we need Mr. Rogers now; The quest for Nazi-looted art.

(Home Repair/Decorating)
HMR ☆ The mother earth news April/May 2018
Mother Earth News Magazine BN-7011
3 easy cheese recipes: homemade in one hour; DIY garden irrigation: a low-cost watering system; 5 common garden myths; Dry-stack a stone culvert; Big tillers for large gardens; Survival food: edible cattails; Build a board-and-batten door.
HMR ☆ The mother earth news June/July 2018
Mother Earth News Magazine BN-7032
Living with solar & wind: make an energy power play; Aquaponics in your pond: float a vegetable garden; DIY leather tool belt; Tips for your first lamb roast; American barbecue seasonings; Sweet corn: off-the-cob recipes.

HMR ☆ Sunset Magazine April 2018
Sunset Magazine BN-7010
Spring makeovers! 53 fresh ideas for your home & garden; Showstopper salads; The West’s most epic wildlife cruise; The best biscuits you’ll ever bake; Starring Flora Grubb and her small-space Berkeley nook.

HMR ☆ Sunset Magazine May 2018
Sunset Magazine BN-7018
The camping issue: 57 great reasons to get outside; New food section; Stylish adventure gear; Backyard crafts party; Live-fire cooking from a master; Travel photographers share their secret campgrounds.

HMR ☆ Sunset Magazine June 2018
Sunset Magazine BN-7031
2018 Summer guide; Top stargazing spots in the West; Summer eats special block party! How to cook for a crowd 6 to 75; Family fishing cabin; Backyard movie night.

HMR ☆ Sunset Magazine July 2018
Sunset Magazine BN-7041
Epic road trips of the West: 6 journeys that will change your life; Fourth of July party menu; Motor lodge makeovers; Dreamy Ojai farm; Your summer grilling plan; Chillable reds to drink right now.

(Lifestyle)

LIF ☆ People Magazine February 2018
People Magazine BN-7003
Awards season special; Stunning Red Carpet style 2018; 316 gorgeous photos; Dazzling jewels!; The hottest fashion trends; 100 beauty secrets.

LIF ☆ People Magazine March 5, 2018
People Magazine BN-7004
Jennifer Aniston, her split with Justin. Jen’s heartbreak: the clashes that drove them apart, why she still hoped the marriage could be saved, their secret final meeting on Valentine’s Day, plus the truth about her relationship with Brad Pitt; Florida school shooting: grief & outrage. A gunman kills 17, and students demand change.

LIF ☆ People Magazine March 12, 2018
People Magazine BN-7005
Faith, weight, the White House & more: Oprah answers everything! The star of A Wrinkle in Time on her past, her future and how she’s changed in her own words; The billionaire murder mystery; Exclusive: most shocking Bachelor finale ever! Arie: ‘I made a mistake’; The troubled life of Heather Locklear; 1918-2018 Billy Graham.

LIF ☆ People Magazine March 19, 2018
People Magazine BN-7007
People exclusive: The Bachelor betrayal! ‘I made a huge mistake, I had to take a risk.’ Arie proposed to Becca, then dumped her and begged runner-up Lauren to take him back. Why Lauren said yes, and why Arie is ‘1,000% certain’ this will last; ‘He lied to me, I was blindsided’ – Becca (the next Bachelorette!) on being jilted; Parkland survivors: ‘we have to speak for those who died’; 34 pages of Oscars style & parties!

LIF ☆ People Magazine March 26, 2018
People Magazine BN-7012
Meghan Markle: princess in training! She’s marrying Prince Harry in less than 2 months! How the bride-to-be is preparing for her new life, and already changing the royal family. No autographs, how to curtsy, palace protocol; Real Housewives’ Erika Girardi: from cocktail waitress to Queen of Beverly Hills; Chip & Joanna: ready for baby boy!; Tim McGraw: inside his health scare; Colin Firth: shocking marriage secrets.

LIF ☆ People Magazine April 2, 2018
People Magazine BN-7015
This is Us’ Chrissy Metz: how I learned to love myself. The actress opens up about her painful childhood, finding success against the odds and finally feeling beautiful; John Legend on faith, family & fatherhood; 10 years later Trading Spaces returns!; Donald Trump Jr. shocking divorce; House of horrors: update on 13 kids held captive; Explosions in Austin: hunt for a serial bomber.

LIF ☆ People Magazine April 9, 2018
People Magazine BN-7017
Mariska Hargitay: life, loss & finding love. The Law & Order, SVU star opens up about her dramatic Hollywood childhood, raising 3 young kids & her powerful new film about sexual assault; Royal baby mania! William says Kate is due any minute now, and Meghan drops a major hint!; Roseanne & family in Hawaii!; True crime: the Kennedy’s darkest secret.

LIF ☆ People Magazine April 16, 2018
People Magazine BN-7019
A Prince charmed! How love changed Harry: he lost his mom when he was 12 and struggled to find his way before meeting Meghan Markle. Inside Harry’s emotional journey; Who bit Beyonce?!; Exclusive: Countess Luann-my battle with addiction; Channing & Jenna: ‘we have lovingly chosen to separate’.

LIF ☆ People Magazine April 23, 2018
People Magazine BN-7021
People exclusive: my battle with Bipolar Disorder. Mariah Carey opens up. For the first time the superstar singer-songwriter reveals her struggle with mental health. Why she kept it hidden for years, and how she’s healing; At home with George Stephanopoulos & Ali Wentworth; Brad Pitt: dating a professor?; Lady Antebellum’s Hillary Scott: meet my miracle babies!
LIF ★ People Magazine April 30, 2018
People Magazine BN-7025
Pink! How I’m raising strong kids. The radiant rock-star mom on kindness, fairness and standing up to bullies; The beautiful issue 2018: 41 pages of gorgeous, inspiring stars!; John Cena: shocking split 3 weeks before wedding; Khloe baby betrayal: will she stay with Tristan?

LIF ★ People Magazine May 7, 2018
People Magazine BN-7027
A royal baby boy! Born, April 23, 2018, 8 lbs. 7 oz. 11:01 a.m. All the details! Kate’s stunning recovery: why she went home just 7 hours after the birth. Inside the family’s life at Kensington Palace. How George & Charlotte are adjusting; Carrie Underwood: healing after 40 stitches; Barbara & George Bush: their 73-year love story.

LIF ★ People Magazine May 14, 2018
People Magazine BN-7028
People exclusive! Joanna Gaines. We can’t wait for baby no. 5! The Fixer Upper star on how she and husband Chip are preparing for their baby boy, life after TV fame & her new cookbook; Serena Williams’ harrowing delivery ‘I almost died’; How Meghan is getting ready: royal wedding; Carol Burnett on love, loss & laughter; House of horrors: 13 kids held captive, their aunt speaks out.

LIF ★ People Magazine May 21, 2018
People Magazine BN-7029
Melissa McCarthy: family, fame & feeling great! The “Life of the Party” star on the powerful lessons she learned from her mom and what she’s teaching her girls; Royal cuties! New photos; Meghan Markle: new wedding details! 1 week to go; Netflix’s wild wild country: inside the cult that took over a town.

LIF ★ People Magazine May 28, 2018
People Magazine BN-7036
People exclusive! A Property Brother’s dream wedding! All the photos & details. Inside Drew Scott and Linda Phan’s lavish 5-day celebration in Italy; Matt Lauer on the brink of a $1000M divorce; 1948-2018 Superman’s Margot Kidder: her brave battle with mental illness; Ryan Reynolds: answers your questions!

LIF ★ People Magazine June 4, 2018
People Magazine BN-7037

LIF ★ People Magazine June 11, 2018
People Magazine BN-7039
Exclusive details! The Duchess of Sussex: Meghan’s new life! Bonding with her in-laws, learning the ropes and making baby plans: how she’s changing the royals, and the world; George & Amal: their twins turn 1!; We lost 100 lbs.: 5 women share their secrets!; True crime: growing up in a cult.

LIF ★ People Magazine June 18, 2018
People Magazine BN-7040
Pioneer Woman, Ree Drummond: how I made my dreams come true. The Food Network star opens up about her 21-year marriage, strong faith and how she helped revive her small Oklahoma town; David Cassidy: the shocking truth about his death; Meghan & the Queen! Their special bond; Exclusive! Brody Jenner’s exotic beach wedding; Jonestown survivor: escape from a deadly cult.

(Nature, Science, History)

NAT ★ National Geographic March 2018
National Geographic BN-7001
Through an astronaut’s eyes: what we learn about Earth from space. Astronaut Peggy Whitson has spent 665 days in space, more than any other American; Siberian solitude: life in an isolated village; Drying lakes: the world’s inland waters suffer due to overuse, climate change, and drought; Life among the ruins: Syria’s civil war turned Aleppo neighborhoods into rubble.

NAT ★ National Geographic April 2018
National Geographic BN-7009
Special issue: Black and white, these twin sisters make us rethink everything we know about race. Marcia and Millie Biggs, both 11, are fraternal twins. Marcia looks more like their mother, who’s English, and Millie looks more like their father, who’s of Jamaican descent; Skin deep: the science of race; Dawn of the white minority; Us and them: why we divide; Driving while black.

NAT ★ National Geographic May 2018
National Geographic BN-7024
Artist, provocateur, rogue, genius, Picasso; What they carried: when war broke out in South Sudan again, hundreds of thousands of women fled with only what they could pack in treasured bedsheets; Termite’s tricks for climate control: an office building in tropical Zimbabwe keeps cool without air-conditioning; Arctic camping in February: how to get to a place where winter travel is often impossible.

NAT ★ National Geographic June 2018
National Geographic BN-7035
Planet or plastic? 18 billion pounds of plastic ends up in the ocean each year. And that’s just the tip of the iceberg; North Korea portraits: in a nation that doesn’t emphasize individuality, portraits of ordinary citizens, viewed as a group, are unsettling; Trash to treasure: engineer Arthur Huang is finding new uses for garbage, and revolutionizing recycling in the process.

(Southwest)

SW ★ El Palacio Magazine Spring 2018
Department of Cultural Affairs BN-7006
Turning toward the taproot: small, yet mighty indigenous seeds are restoring pueblo culture and health; The continuous path: pueblo movement and archaeology along the Rio Grande; They came to heal and stayed to paint: the artists, their boss, and the gallery; An O’Keefe odyssey: after 33 years, a painting as peripatetic as its creator comes home to the Museum of Art.
This month’s big question: what would you stand up for? It’s your time to rise, and be the light you want to see; Is marijuana the new merlot? Mellow out; Jimmy Kimmel, American hero, the O interview; “Oprah 2020 was never my aim. . .

This month’s big question: what can we agree on? How to listen with kindness, argue without anger, and maybe even find common ground; Meet 10 superheroes who will handle you with care.

The summer of you! 26 tips for a super solo vacation; Weight till you read this! New research on fat, food, and mood; Prepare to be loved: the key to getting as much as you give; Are you ready for some good news?; Oprah talks to: Stephen Colbert, Salma Hayek, Jordan Peele.

MYS☆ Murder in the locked library
Adams, Ellery BN-7131
When a collection of unusual bones and the remains of a very old book are unearthed during Storyton Hall's renovations, resulting in an unexpected historical mystery and murder, manager Jane Steward must uncover a killer before someone else meets an unhappy ending.

MYS☆ Cinco de murder
Adler, Rebecca BN-7124
When her uncle is accused of murdering the competition during the first annual chili cook-off in Broken Boot, Texas, Tex-Mex waitress and part-time reporter Josie Callahan must serve some Lone Star justice and catch the real killer before things get even hotter.

MYS☆ The scarred woman
Adler-Olsen, Jussi LP-5114
LARGE PRINT. Unable to determine links between a Copenhagen park murder and another unsolved case that is unsettlingly similar, Detective Carl Morek of Department Q finds his job and division on the line at the same time the team investigates a possible crime that a struggling Rose has brought to light.

MYS☆ Murder borrowed, murder blue
Blackmoore, Stephanie BN-7118
As actress Dakota Craig prepares to have her dream wedding televised on the reality TV show I Do at her B&B, Mallory, while dealing with a meddling mother-in-law and a foot of snow, discovers that murder is on the program when the maid of honor drops dead.

MYS☆ A magical match
Blackwell, Juliet BN-7128
While planning a 1950s-themed brunch to benefit the local women's shelter, witch and vintage-store owner Lily Ivory, after her fiancé stands accused of murder, begins to suspect that one of her magical enemies is targeting her loved ones in an attempt to weaken her.

MYS☆ Pawprints & predicaments
Blake, Bethany BN-7068
In the heart of Pennsylvanias's Pocono Mountains, when an annoying TV producer who is driving everyone crazy meets her maker during the first-ever polar-bear plunge in Lake Wallapawkee, Daphne Templeton, with little help from her canine companion, dives into the case.

MYS☆ Murder most fermented
Blum, Christine E. BN-7132
When she digs up the body of an elderly woman in her tiny SoCal dream vineyard, New York transplant Annie "Halsey" Hall, along with the women of the Rose Avenue Wine Club, must stomp out the clues to solve this case of sour grapes.

MYS☆ Death by dumpling
Chien, Vivien BN-7125
When Thomas Feng, one of the property managers of the shopping plaza that houses Lana Lee's family restaurant, is found dead, the police immediately suspect Lana Lee and her relatives, and Lana, with her family's restaurant at stake, must find the real killer before they are all in even more hot water.

MYS☆ All by myself, alone
Clark, Mary Higgins BN-7200
Fleeing the disastrous and humiliating last-minute arrest of her fiancé on the eve of their wedding, Celia, an expert on gems and jewelry, is hoping to escape from reality on a glamorous cruise ship.

MYS☆ Robert B. Parker's debt to pay
Coleman, Reed Farrel LP-5129
LARGE PRINT. Setting aside complications in his love life to investigate the brutal murder of a high-ranking Boston crime boss, Jesse Stone suspects the work of a vengeful psychotic assassin who is targeting Stone's ex-wife.

MYS☆ Biscuits and slashed browns
Day, Maddie BN-7117
When professor Connelly, a much hated know-it-all academic, is murdered right before the National Maple Syrup Festival, country store owner Robbie Jordan, to avoid a sticky situation, must help the police crack the case before an innocent woman is accused of the crime. Includes recipes.
MYS ☆ Expiration date
Delaney, Devon BN-7127
Taking part in a food competition with a 10,000 prize at stake, Sherry Frazzelle finds murder on the menu when one of the judges falls face first into the Seafood Flatbread Pizza and her dish is deemed suspicious, forcing her to stir through a stew of rule-breaking corruption and gossip to clear her name. Includes recipes.

MYS ☆ Confessions of a red herring
Dratch, Dana BN-7043
When her agency's double-dealing CEO is murdered, PR rep Alex Vlodnachek, out of a job and under suspicion, to keep herself out of jail returns to her reporter roots, going undercover to reclaim her life, break the story and expose the real killer who had his own to-do-list, and she is at the top of it.

MYS ☆ Natural thorn killer
Dyer-Seeley, Kate BN-7086
When a sleazy real estate developer, who is trying to buy her Aunt Elin's floral boutique, is found dead on the floor of the shop, Britta Johnston must deliver the killer to the police before they pin the murder on her beloved aunt.

MYS ☆ Murder, she knit
Ehrhart, Peggy BN-7085
An editor of a craft magazine and founder of a knitting club, widow Pamela Patterson gets tangled up in a murder investigation after the death of the group's newest member, forcing her to unravel the clues to catch a killer.

MYS ☆ Hardcore twenty-four
Evanovich, Janet LP-5113
LARGE PRINT. Reluctantly agreeing to babysit a professional grave robber's pet boa constrictor, Stephanie Plum is embroiled in a bizarre series of crimes that escalate from the violation of stolen corpses to the murder of a homeless man, a case that is complicated by the return of the hunky but reckless Diesel.

MYS ☆ Till death do us party
Fee, Vickie BN-7087
While in Sin City for her Mama's rockin' Elvis-themed wedding, event planner Liv McKay, before the happy couple can say "I do," must clear her cousin's name in the murder of an Elvis impersonating minister, hoping to force the hand of the real killer.

MYS ☆ Lethal licorice
Flower, Amanda BN-7067
To honor her grandfather's memory, chocolatier Bailey King enters the annual Amish Confectionery Competition and instead finds herself accused of murdering a not-so-sweet candy maker from a neighboring town who wanted Englischer Bailey disqualified for being an outsider.

MYS ☆ Banana cream pie murder
Fluke, Joanne BN-7129
After an extravagant honeymoon, Hannah's eager to settle down in Lake Eden and turn domestic daydreams into reality. But when her mother's neighbor is discovered murdered in the condo downstairs, reality becomes a nightmarish investigation.

MYS ☆ Clairvoyant and present danger
Gregory, Lena BN-7062
When communications with a ghost land her in the middle of a murder investigation, psychic Cass Donnovan, thinking her gift might actually be a curse, must use her visions to catch a killer who has set his sights on her.

MYS ☆ I know what you bid last summer
Harris, Sherry BN-7065
When an athletic equipment swap for charity results in murder, Sarah Winston must mark down the clues to catch the killer of the school superintendent, while haggling and tagging for a very difficult client who also might be a suspect.

MYS ☆ Death of a cookbook author
Hollis, Lee BN-7126
At the seaside estate of her idol, a cookbook author and TV personality, food and cocktails columnist Hayley Powell, while in the throes of food poisoning, thinks she overhears a murder plot, and when a body is found at the bottom of a cliff, she dives headfirst into the case. Includes recipes.

MYS ☆ Sleep no more
James, P.D. LP-5149
LARGE PRINT. An anthology of six previously uncollected stories explores the memories, emotional machinations, rationalizations, dreams and desires of people who get away with the perfect murder or who help keep information a secret.

MYS ☆ An obvious fact
Johnson, Craig BN-7159
In the midst of the largest motorcycle rally in the world, a young biker is run off the road and ends up in critical condition. When Sheriff Walt Longmire and his good friend Henry Standing Bear are called to Hulett, Wyoming, the nearest town to America's first national monument, Devils Tower, to investigate, things start getting complicated.

MYS ☆ The highwayman
Johnson, Craig BN-7160
When highway patrolman Rosey Wayman is transferred to the beautiful landscape of the Wind River Canyon, an area the troopers refer to as no-man's-land because of the lack of radio communication, she starts receiving "officer needs assistance" calls. The problem? They're coming from Bobby Womack, a legendary Arapaho patrolman who met a fiery death in the canyon almost a half-century ago. With an investigation that spans this world and the next, Sheriff Walt Longmire and Henry Standing Bear take on a case that pits them against a legend: The Highwayman.

MYS ☆ Wait for signs
Johnson, Craig BN-7161
Wait for Signs gives Longmire fans a chance to own these beloved stories, and one that was published for the first time in the Viking edition, in a single volume.
MYS ☆ Hummus and homicide
Kashian, Tina BN-7064
While working at her family's Mediterranean restaurant in Ocean Crest, New Jersey, Lucy Berberian finds herself the prime suspect in a murder investigation when a local health inspector who tallied a whole list of bogus violations against the Kebab Kitchen is found dead.

MYS ☆ Dipped to death
Lane, Kelly BN-7083
When her ex-boyfriend, Dudley Dexter Codman the Third, arrives in town, only to be found drowned in a pond several days later, Eva Knox starts fishing for answers after it is discovered that he was poisoned by her family's olive oils.

MYS ☆ Wedding cake crumble
McKinlay, Jenn BN-7134
To give everyone a happily ever after, Melanie Cooper and the bakery crew of Fairy Tale Cupcakes must stop a killer with a sweet tooth from further sabotaging both Angie and Tate's big wedding and the book signing of a controversial author.

MYS ☆ 16th seduction
Patterson, James BN-7185
Fifteen months ago, Detective Lindsay Boxer's life was perfect, she had a beautiful child and a doting husband, Joe, who helped her catch a criminal who'd brazenly detonated a bomb in downtown San Francisco, killing twenty-five people. But Joe wasn't everything that Lindsay thought he was, and she's still reeling from his betrayal as a wave of mysterious, and possibly unnatural, heart attacks claims seemingly unrelated victims across San Francisco.

MYS ☆ Count to ten
Patterson, James LP-5118
LARGE PRINT. Summoned by the head of the world's top investigation agency to join a new office in Delhi, former Private India head Santosh Wagh struggles to set aside his personal demons before tackling a case involving murderously corrupt authorities and human remains found at a government site.

MYS ☆ It takes a coven
Perry, Carol J. BN-7066
When her best friend, River, fears she may have somehow unleashed a terrible curse on the city, Lee Barrett, with some help from Poe and her clairvoyant cat, investigates unexplained deaths in the Wiccan community, which result in a shockingly wicked revelation.

MYS ☆ The girl who knew too much
Quick, Amanda BN-7189
In 1930s California, at the exclusive Burning Cove Hotel on the coast of California, rookie reporter Irene Glasson finds herself staring down at a beautiful actress at the bottom of a pool. The dead woman had something Irene wanted: a red-hot secret about an up-and-coming leading man, a scoop that may have gotten her killed. As Irene searches for the truth about the drowning, she's drawn to a master of deception.

MYS ☆ The fast and the furriest
Ryan, Sofie BN-7063
When Mac, her right-hand man, is accused of murdering a woman from his past who had just arrived in town, thrift store owner Sarah Grayson, along with her rescue cat, Elvis, must sniff out the clues to prove Mac's innocence.

MYS ☆ The uninvited corpse
Sennefelder, Debra BN-7088
While in the quaint town of Jefferson, Connecticut, newly divorced lifestyle entrepreneur and food blogger Hope Early must set aside her business plans to prove her sister's innocence in the murder of reviled real estate agent Peaches McCoy, her sister's biggest rival.

MYS ☆ Grounds for remorse
Simon, Misty BN-7172
When her best friend is accused of murdering her new beau, who, as it turns out, is married, cleaning business owner Talie Graver, who works part time at her family's funeral parlor, sweeps in to save her, but she needs to tread carefully or she might end up her family's next client.

MYS ☆ Murder with cinnamon scones
Smith, Karen Rose BN-7173
When her employee Tessa's boyfriend Reese is found dead and Tessa stands accused of the crime, Daisy Swanson, who runs a tea shop in Pennsylvania's Amish country, must stir up the secrets of Reese's past in order to find out who steeped this quaint little town in murder.

MYS ☆ Tart of darkness
Swanson, Denise BN-7171
After unexpectedly inheriting a huge old house in a small college town, Dani, to fund her new personal chef business, takes in boarders, but when one of them is murdered and she becomes the prime suspect, she must serve up the real killer to clear her name and save her business.

MYS ☆ Down the aisle with murder
Wallace, Auralee BN-7171
Before the bride can say "I do," Erica Bloom and Otter Lake Security must solve the murder of the maid of honor, a crime that gives new meaning to "till death do us part."

MYS ☆ Bleeding tarts
Weiss, Kirsten BN-7123
While hosting a pie-eating contest at the Bar X, a fake ghost town available for exclusive private events on the edge of Silicon Valley, Valentine Harris, trying to boost business for her struggling Pie Town shop, is faced with murder and must catch a killer before someone else gets sliced. Includes recipes.
Even if it kills her

White, Kate

LARGE PRINT. Regretting that she has not kept more in touch with a college roommate whose family was brutally murdered years earlier, journalist-turned-sleuth Bailey Weggins helps investigate when the man convicted of the crime is exonerated and secrets from her roommate's past begin to surface.

Marinating in murder

Wiken, Linda

When Culinary Capers Dinner Club member and police officer Alison Malkovich is accused of murdering her ex-husband, J.J. and the Culinary Capers gang step in to help her prove her innocence and serve up the real killer.

The world almanac and book of facts 2018

Janssen, Sarah

Containing thousands of facts that are unavailable publicly elsewhere, the 2018 150th anniversary edition of a best-selling reference reviews the events of 2017, providing information and trivia in areas from history and sports to geography, pop culture and much more.

Beneath a prairie moon

Sawyer, Kim Vogel

Banned from high society in the wake of her father's illegal activities Abigail takes an unlikely job tutoring rough Kansas ranchers on the subjects of morals and manners to make them better candidates for mail-order brides before falling for a man who disdains city elitism.

The undercover billionaire

Ashenden, Jackie

When he kidnaps his best friend Olivia DeSantis to get revenge on her father, billionaire Navy SEAL Wolf Tate pushes the boundaries of their friendship as passion interferes with his plans and must decide whether to let go of the past and allow himself to fall in love with the daughter of his enemy.

Someone to care

Balogh, Mary

Defying convention and running off together, Viola Kingsley, once the Countess of Riverdale, and the Marquess of Dorchester embark on a grand adventure, but soon discover that severing the ties of respectability is no easy task and that pleasure can ensnare you when you least expect it.

Cowboy bold

Brown, Carolyn

Cade Maguire, who opens his ranch each summer to underprivileged city kids, and his new counselor Retta Palmer, both of whom are recovering from painful pasts, fall victim to meddling matchmakers who believe that they are perfect for each other.

You'll always have Tara

Brown, Leah Marie

In order to claim her inheritance, a country home in northwest Ireland, Tara must live in Castle Tasuildun for three months with two other potential heirs and must decide whether or not to open her heart and home to the possibility of an epic adventure and a love to last a lifetime.

Sit, stay, love

Burns, Debbie

When he meets shelter worker Kelsey Sutton, ex-military dog handler Kurt Crawford is finally able to let down his guard with this compassionate and beautiful woman and wonders if he has finally found a place to call home or if his wounds still run too deep to settle down.

Love with a Scottish outlaw

Callen, Gayle

The last thing clan chief Duncan Carlyle expects to encounter in the rain-soaked Highlands is Catriona Duff, daughter of the corrupt earl responsible for the price on his head.

Any day now

Carr, Robyn

For Sierra Jones, Sullivan's Crossing is meant to be a brief stopover. She's put her troubled past behind her but the path forward isn't yet clear. A visit with her big brother Cal and his new bride, Maggie, seems to be the best option to help her get back on her feet.

Hooked on a phoenix

Chase, Ashlyn

When the bank at which she works is held up and she is locked in the bank's vault with customer Gabe Fierro, on whom she has had a crush for years, Misty Carlisle discovers that the feeling is mutual as things heat up between them, but Gabe has a secret that could change everything.

Hero's return

Daniels, B. J.

Arriving in Gilt Edge, Montana to find the killer of a teenage girl whose remains have been found on Tucker Cahill's ranch, Serena Culbertson, unconvinced that Tucker is a cold-blooded murderer, is drawn into a twisted game as she tries to prove his innocence.
An unexpected Amish romance

Davids, Patricia  BN-7165

After a broken engagement, Helen Zook is embracing her independence, starting with a new job working for carpenter Mark Bowman. Sparks fly as Helen immediately butts heads with her handsome yet gruff boss, whose complicated past makes him hesitant to plant roots in Bowman's Crossing. But Helen's eccentric aunt and a matchmaking basset hound have their own plans for Helen and Mark's future.

Courting her Amish heart

Davis, Mary BN-7167

Kathleen Yoder comes home after fourteen years in the Englisher world. Practicing medicine means sacrifice, no Amish man will want a doctor for a wife. Widowed Noah Lambright offers a cottage as her new clinic, seeing how much Kathleen's skills can help their community. But as their friendship deepens, could love and family become more than a forbidden dream?

Fearless in Texas

Dell, Kari Lynn BN-7139

Refusing to make the same mistakes twice, Melanie Brookman, while trying to rebuild her life, helps smooth-talking rodeo man Wyatt Darrington save his failing bar, and as they work closely together, an undeniable attraction grows between them, forcing Melanie to make a difficult decision.

Be a good girl

Diamond, Tess BN-7089

Returning home to finally find the truth about her best friend's murder 15 years earlier, investigative journalist Abigail Winthrop must team up with her former lover, Special Agent Paul Harrison, when she uncovers evidence that the man believed responsible for the crime is innocent and that the real killer is still out there, ready to strike again.

Shadow keeper

Feehan, Christine BN-7183

Keeping the spotlight on himself to keep it off of the family business, infamous bad boy Giovanni Ferraro, a lethal shadow rider who hunts in the dark, meets his match in Sasha Provis, a beautiful woman who works in his nightclub and who makes him feel things he has never felt before.

Maid for love

Force, Marie BN-7182

When Mac McCarthy, Gansett Island’s "favorite son" knocks her off her bike while en route to her job, single mom Maddie Chester is taken in by this man who is determined to help her heal and care for her young son while she recuperates, a situation that leads to unexpected love.

Lawman from her past

Fossen, Delores BN-7166

When Lauren Beckett is nearly killed in a home invasion and discovers her son was switched at birth, she knows there's only one man she can turn to for protection. Deputy Cameron Doran isn't expecting to find his ex-lover on his ranch, claiming the unthinkable about the nephew he's been raising. But as they seek the truth, someone else is on the hunt, and wants them dead.

Lone star blues

Fossen, Delores BN-7181

When she returns home to Wrangler Creek to help her ex-husband, now a single dad, raise the baby, Jordan decides to let her guard down to see if there is still something between them that is worth fighting for.

Fast burn

Foster, Lori BN-7093

In a fourth installment of the hot series, sexy bodyguards will do anything to protect the ones they love.

The Amish teacher's gift

Good, Rachel J. BN-7137

When he enrolls his deaf young son in a special-needs school, widower Josiah Yoder is drawn to teacher Ada Rupp, who, making it her mission to help his lost little boy, goes against the rules by falling in love with him while he is still in mourning.

Fade to black

Graham, Heather BN-7177

Plagued by strange events, TB star Marnie Davante witnesses an unnatural murder that makes her question her own sanity and turns to former military man-turned-PI Bryan McFadden for help in finding a killer who is far more sinister than an obsessed fan.

Up in flames

Graham, Heather BN-7105

Ten years after the mysterious death of their drummer, band members reunite for a one-off charity event and are determined to find the truth despite anonymous calls that they let the past stay buried, forcing bandmates, and divorced couple, Jordan and Kathy Treveryan to work together to stop a murderer.

Running the risk

Griffith, Lea BN-7141

When he discovers that Ella Banning, the love of his life and Endgame Ops teammate, is alive and well a year after her supposed death, Jude Dagan makes it his mission to track her down and discover why she betrayed him.

Unraveled

Hardt, Helen BN-7175

Ryan Steel and Ruby Lee are in love, but before they can move forward with a life together, they're determined to bring resolution to the many unanswered questions they still face. To complicate matters, new threats arise with the arrival of two startling figures from their pasts. As they race against time to find answers, unexpected forces pull them apart. Ryan's brothers, Talon and Jonah, rally to help, wanting to end the struggle and finally bring the last perpetrators to justice. But another riddle surfaces, deepening the rift between Ruby and Ryan. Will they salvage their relationship and finally unravel the mysteries surrounding them?
First comes love
Heyford, Heather  BN-7178
Finishing out his career in Oregon's Willamette Valley, detective Alex Walker discovers that this town is the old hometown of Kerry O'Hearn, the attorney who ruined his last case, but whom he needs help from to gain custody of two little boys from an abusive foster home, and whom he has come to realize could be his Ms. Right.

One and only
Holiday, Jenny  BN-7074
To avoid her bridezilla best friend, bridesmaid Jane Denning agrees to babysit the groom's troublemaker brother before the wedding, which is no easy task since he is a sarcastic former soldier who is 100% hot and 100% off-limits.

A devil of a duke
Hunter, Madeline  BN-7138
Desperately trying to escape the world of high-society crime into which she was born, Amanda Waverly, working as a secretary for an upstanding lady, engages in a battle of wits with the notorious Duke of Langford, from whom she must hide her real identity, especially when things take a passionate turn.

Best laid plans
Jackson, Brenda  BN-7070
When his great grandmother fixes him up with straight-laced businesswoman Ivy Chapman, notorious fun-loving ladies' man Nolan Madaris agrees to pretend to be her boyfriend to satisfy both of their families.

Surrender
Johnston, Joan  BN-7102
When former lovers pilot Taylor Grayhawk and smoke jumper Brian Flynn are thrown together to stop a raging wildfire, they both leap head-first into the flames where they hope to make it out with their hearts still intact.

Changing the rules
Kern, Erin  BN-7090
When he unexpectedly becomes the guardian to his niece Piper, football coach Cameron Shaw goes up against out-of-towner Audrey Bennett, who believes he is not up to the challenge of raising a 6-year-old, until they both stop fighting long enough to realize that they could be a family.

Hello stranger
Kleypas, Lisa  BN-7072
A woman who is historical England's only female physician and a former Scotland Yard detective with mysterious loyalties, share a one-night stand before becoming embroiled in a dangerous mission that is complicated by a government plot and their growing feelings for one another.

All night with the cowboy
Lane, Soraya  BN-7199
When her old flame, Tanner Ford, after sustaining serious injuries that have put his rodeo career on hold, comes to her for help, physical therapist Lauren Lewis, who regrets walking away from him years earlier, sets out to heal both his body and his heart.

Collision point
Leigh, Lora  BN-7204
Riordan Malone is more than a bodyguard. As an Elite Ops agent, he's ripped, raged, and ready to rumble, a true warrior, inside and out. But no war zone can compare to the battle in Rory's heart when he lays eyes on the only woman he's ever loved, and thought he had lost forever.

Bound for Eden
LeSue, Tess  BN-7176
To escape the murderous Grady brothers, Alexandra Barratt disguises herself as a boy and joins a frontier party heading West and soon wishes she could drop her ruse to show Luke Slater, who is captaining the wagon train, who she really is, a woman who is in love with him.

The first time at Firelight Falls
Long, Julie Anne  BN-7179
The principal of Hellcat Elementary, ex-Navy SEAL Gabe Caldera finally gets a chance with single mom Eden Harwood and as their relationship takes a serious turn, Eden's past returns with a vengeance, tearing them apart.

The luck of the bride
MacGregor, Janna  BN-7042
March Lawson is an orphan who, for the past eight years, has struggled to raise her siblings on a meager allowance. Most women March's age would be picking out ball gowns for the upcoming season. But March's focus is not on finding a husband. First, she must devote her energies to just one man: the cold-hearted skinflint who refuses to release her inheritance. Michael Cavensham, the Marquess of McCalpin, is not a heartless man. When he learns that Miss Lawson has been forging his name to procure funds, he can't bring himself to have her arrested, not when the bold-faced embezzler is so enchantingly beautiful.

A million little things
Mallery, Susan  BN-7154
Feeling alone after breaking up with a longtime boyfriend, Zoe Saldivar's life gets complicated when her father begins flirting with her best friend's mom and she starts seeing Jen's brother in a new way.

The first kiss of spring
March, Emily  BN-7094
To continue a newfound romance, Caitlin Timberlake moves to Eternity Springs to open a day care and be with Josh Tarkington, but when tragedy strikes, their relationship is tested beyond imagining.
ROM ✯ Driftwood Cove
Mason, Debbie      BN-7164
True love deserves a second chance. FBI agent Michael Gallagher never dreamed that his job would bring him back to his hometown of Harmony Harbor. Or that one of his best leads would be the woman he once loved. Hell, the woman he still loves. He regrets the way they ended, and he'd do anything to make things right with her now.

ROM ✯ Lone rider
McKenna, Lindsay    BN-7100
While training to be a professional paramedic at the Bar C Ranch, a place where ex-military vets put their lives back together one step at a time, Harper Sutton is drawn to new arrival, combat photographer Tara Dalton, who, suffering from PTSD, opens his heart to the possibilities of love until her troubled past comes roaring back.

ROM ✯ Maybe this time
McLaughlin, Nicole  BN-7073
To fulfill her dying mom's one wish to see her settle down, Jen Mackenzie, whose life has never been easy, asks her uptight boss, TJ Laughlin, to pose as her boyfriend, and the more time they spend together, the more she wants to turn their fake relationship into something very real.

ROM ✯ The pursuit
Palmer, Diana       BN-7101
Two unforgettable individuals must fight for both their love and lives in a universe rife with danger.

ROM ✯ Undaunted
Palmer, Diana       BN-7211
Falling in love with her boss's handsome millionaire neighbor was easy for young Emma Copeland. Despite the vast differences between them, and a past that's left Connor Sinclair reclusive and wary, Emma gambles her heart on a desire that rocks them both. But there's something Connor doesn't know: Emma is responsible for an accident that changed his life forever.

ROM ✯ Second chance cowboy
Pine, A. J.          BN-7075
Returning home to his family's ranch for his father's funeral, lawyer Jack Everett finds things getting complicated when his new inheritance requires working with the one woman he never expected to see again, who introduces him to the son he never knew he had.

ROM ✯ On the way to the wedding
Quinn, Julia         LP-5121
LARGE PRINT. Lucy is engaged. And her uncle is not inclined to let her back out of the betrothal, even once Gregory comes to his senses and realizes that it is Lucy, with her sharp wit and sunny smile, who makes his heart sing. And now, on the way to the wedding, Gregory must risk everything to ensure that when it comes time to kiss the bride, he is the only man standing at the altar.

ROM ✯ Hurts to love you
Rai, Alisha          BN-7097
Harboring a secret crush on her big brother's friend, who happens to be the son of her family's housekeeper, heiress Evangeline Chandler, forbidden to date the help, follows her heart when a wedding party forces them into tight quarters, a situation that becomes the start of something special until long-buried secrets threaten to tear them apart.

ROM ✯ Welcome to Moonlight Harbor
Roberts, Sheila      BN-7143
Nearly 40 and newly divorced, single mother Jenna Jones arrives in Moonlight Harbor to help her aging Aunt Edie run The Driftwood Inn, and, with some help from new friends and a couple of handsome citizens, she works to restore the inn to its former glory, and to get her life back on track.

ROM ✯ Survive the night
Ruggle, Katie        BN-7103
On the run from her drug dealing brother, Alice Blanchett, assuming a new identity, arrives in Monroe, Colorado, where she settles into a quiet new life and starts a relationship with K-9 Unit Officer Otto Gunnersen who will do anything to keep her safe, especially when her brother arrives in town dead set on revenge.

ROM ✯ The color of love
Sala, Sharon         BN-7071
When Ruby Dye's jealous ex comes back to Blessings and threatens her, the town's esteemed lawyer, P. Butterman, know he has to step up to the plate if he wants to save her, and their future together.

ROM ✯ The rancher
Schmidt, Anna        BN-7153
Trey Porterfield welcomes a new era of law and order, and the influx of settlers coming to the Arizona territory. But not everyone is willing to see the old ways change, and as the cattlemen and the herders take sides, a full-blown range war may be inevitable. There's only one way Trey can see to bring peace to his feuding neighbors. Marry the enemy.

ROM ✯ Shattered lullaby
Scott, Laura         BN-7152
On the run with her baby nephew after witnessing her sister's murder, Lacy Germaine's suspicious of everyone, including the K-9 officer who saves her from a gunman. But with an elusive enemy threatening her, she needs Matthew Callahan's help to survive.

ROM ✯ The good luck sister
Shalvis, Jill        BN-7205
After a difficult few years, Tilly Adams is ready for life to start going right. Though she has a case of first-day nerves teaching art at the local community college, she knows it isn't anything a few snuggles from her rescue puppy won't cure. Until she sees Dylan Scott again, her one-time BFF and first love sitting in the front row.
**ROM ★ Eight simple rules for dating a dragon**  
Sparks, Kerrelyn  
BN-7091  
Thrust into the realm of the dragons, Gwennore, an Elf with healing abilities, discovers a place of power and magic, plagued by an ancient curse, where she makes a deal with the devil in the form of General Silas Dravenko.

**ROM ★ All out of love**  
Wilde, Lori  
BN-7208  
After a fall from grace, ex-football star and notorious ladies man Pierce Hollister returns to Cupid, Texas, only to find that Lace Bettingfield, who once pined for him in high school, won't give him the time of day.

**ROM ★ Fairytale**  
Steel, Danielle  
LP-5116  
**LARGE PRINT.** When her idyllic life on her family's Napa Valley vineyard is shattered by her mother's sudden death, a young Stanford graduate finds herself at the mercy of a cold-hearted step-family at the same time she bonds with her stepmother's kind mother and a loving friend from her childhood.

**ROM ★ Past perfect**  
Steel, Danielle  
LP-5110  
**LARGE PRINT.** An abrupt job relocation that takes them from their well-ordered Manhattan life to San Francisco triggers a collision between the past and present for a successful married couple who during a small earthquake experience visions of their new home's original inhabitants from a century earlier.

**ROM ★ I am Justice**  
Stewart, Diana Munoz  
BN-7180  
Vowing to protect and avenge victims of injustice and brutality, skilled assassin and vigilante Justice Parish, to take down a sex-trafficking ring in the war-torn Middle East, uses a man who left the Special Forces to start a humanitarian group as her cover to save innocent lives and loses her heart in the process.

**ROM ★ X-ops exposed**  
Tyler, Paige  
BN-7144  
Believing he is too dangerous to be around people, lion hybrid and former Army Ranger Tanner Howland retreats to the forests of Washington State to be alone, until Dr. Zarina Sokolov tracks him down and offers him a chance to become human again and save his fellow hybrids.

**ROM ★ The last wolf**  
Vale, Maria  
BN-7099  
To make a real place for herself, Silver Nilsdottir, a lone runt with a crippled leg in her wolf form who faces a life of endless submission, must fight for Tiberius Leveraux who needs her Pack's protection since he is her only chance at ever having a mate and the only one who can save them all from ancient enemies.

**ROM ★ Play for keeps**  
Wells, Maggie  
BN-7140  
After his much younger wife leaves him for one of his players, Coach Tyrell Ransom must work with PR guru Millie Jenkins for damage control, and as they work side-by-side to protect his program's integrity, and wonder if the deep connection they are feeling can last beyond the scandal that brought them together.

**ROM ★ Flamingo Diner**  
Woods, Sherryl  
BN-7202  
Flamingo Diner has always been a friendly place where everyone knows your name. Unfortunately, in the small town of Winter Cove, Florida, it is also the place where everyone knows everything about you. As a teenager, Emma Killian didn't recognize what a remarkable business her family had created, and so she moved away.

**ROM ★ Every deep desire**  
Wray, Sharon  
BN-7092  
When he learns that his ex-wife's life is in danger, former Green Beret Rafe Montfort, suddenly freed from prison, comes crashing back into her life to keep her safe, igniting a fierce passion between them and giving them a second chance at love amidst danger and betrayal.

**SFF ★ Smoke eaters**  
Grigsby, Sean  
BN-7108  
A new member of the elite dragon-fighting force known as the Smoke Eaters, firelighter Cole Brannigan, who is immune to dragon smoke, a rare power, discovers a plot to take over the city's government, and, taking matters into his own hands, must repel the dragon menace to save countless of innocence lives.

**SFF ★ Pacific Rim uprising**  
Irvine, Alex  
BN-7082  
Ten years after The Battle of the Breach, the Jaeger program, the most powerful global defense force in human history, must rise up once again when the Kaiju threat returns, in an official novelization of the upcoming Pacific Rim Uprising movie.

**SFF ★ Aliens abroad**  
Koch, Gini  
BN-7107  
The President and First Lady, aka Jeff and Kitty Katt-Martini, join a mission to find an uninhabited planet on which to hold Earth's growing human and alien populations, but instead answer a call for help that might be the earth's salvation, or it's destruction.
Queen of the struggle
Korpon, Nik BN-7146
Eitan City's independence is short-lived when soldiers from the northern province of Vargmannskjor take over the city, and Henraek, after discovering labor camps and enslaved spirits, starts a new rebellion since the stakes are higher than ever.

Artemis
Weir, Andy LP-5132
LARGE PRINT. Augmenting his limited income by smuggling contraband to survive on the moon's wealthy city of Artemis, Jazz agrees to commit what seems to be a perfect, lucrative crime only to find herself embroiled in a conspiracy for control of the city.

Blood binds the pack
Wells, Alex BN-7077
When the Weathermen of TransRift, Inc., rip holes in space and time, taking control of Tanegawa's World, Hob Ravani and the resistance must stop Mr. Yellow, the most advanced model of Weatherman, from stripping the world of its strange, blue mineral, which could be made into something strong, dangerous and deadly.

Alien
White, Alex BN-7122
With the failure of Hadley's Hope, Weyland-Yutani has suffered a devastating setback, the loss of the Aliens they aggressively sought to exploit. Yet there's a reason the Company has risen to the top of the food chain. True to form, they have a redundancy already in place, the facility known as The Cold Forge.

Backpacker the survival hacker's handbook
Alvarez, Ted BN-7168
The book includes useful tips and tricks from survival experts, and provides step-by-step instructions, along with short stories of survival situations where these modern survival skills have come into play.

Cemetery girl
Bell, David BN-7203
Four years after Tom and Abby's 12-year-old daughter vanishes, she is found alive but strangely calm. When the teen refuses to testify against the man connected to her disappearance, Tom decides to investigate the traumatizing case on her own. Nothing can prepare him for what he is about discover.

Badlands
Box, C. J. LP-5127
LARGE PRINT. In the aftermath of a learning-disabled youth's discovery of a cache of drugs and money, deputy sheriff Cassie Dewell struggles to keep the peace in a North Dakota community that has been transformed by oil discoveries and gang activity.

Origin
Brown, Dan LP-5145
LARGE PRINT. Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon navigates a dangerous intersection of humanity's two most enduring questions, interweaving codes, science, religion and other disciplines before making a paradigm-shifting discovery.

Tom Clancy power and empire
Cameron, Marc LP-5136
LARGE PRINT. A newly belligerent Chinese government leaves US President Jack Ryan with only a few desperate options to control a series of attacks designed to sabotage peace negotiations.

The midnight line
Child, Lee BN-7201
Reacher takes a stroll through a small Wisconsin town and sees a class ring in a pawn shop window: West Point 2005. A tough year to graduate: Iraq, then Afghanistan. The ring is tiny; it's for a woman. Reacher wonders what unlucky circumstance made her give up something she earned over four hard years. He decides to find out and find the woman. And return her ring, which has her initials engraved on the inside. Why not? So begins a harrowing journey.

The midnight line
Child, Lee LP-5138
LARGE PRINT. Spotting a hard-won women's West Point class ring in pawn shop, Jack Reacher fights a biker gang and a South Dakota gangster to discover the truth about the ring and why its owner sold it.

Rattle
Cummins, Fiona BN-7080
When she discovers a link between the disappearance of a young girl and a cold case that almost cost her the career she has worked so hard for, Detective Sergeant Etta Fitzroy is pitted against a serial killer with a macabre obsession who is eager for recognition, yet hides in the shadows.
SUS ☆ Dinner at the center of the Earth
Englander, Nathan LP-5123
LARGE PRINT. The author presents a work of political suspense set in the highly charged territory of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict that pivots on a complex relationship between a secret prisoner and the guard who has watched him for more than a dozen years.

SUS ☆ The rooster bar
Grisham, John LP-5122
LARGE PRINT. Mark, Todd, and Zola came to law school to change the world, to make it a better place. But now, as third-year students, these close friends realize they have been duped. They learn that their school is one of a chain owned by a shady New York hedge-fund operator who also happens to own a bank specializing in student loans, the three know they have been caught up in The Great Law School Scam.

SUS ☆ Into the water
Hawkins, Paula LP-5108
LARGE PRINT. A single mother turns up dead at the bottom of the river that runs through town. Earlier in the summer, a vulnerable teenage girl met the same fate. They are not the first women lost to these dark waters, but their deaths disturb the river and its history, dredging up secrets long submerged.

SUS ☆ One last breath
Jackson, Lisa BN-7187
A novel that follows Rory Abernathy as she, five years after a bloody massacre at her wedding, starts a new life in remote Point Roberts, Washington, but soon discovers that she cannot escape her past when her husband tracks her and their young daughter down.

SUS ☆ No easy target
Johansen, Iris LP-5107
LARGE PRINT. Threatened by an enemy from her past, animal psychic Margaret Douglas goes on the run and finds the limits of her powers tested by her effort to outmaneuver the man who would kill her.

SUS ☆ Killing season
Kellerman, Faye LP-5133
LARGE PRINT. A young man's investigation into the death of his sister draws him into the path of a sadistic serial killer.

SUS ☆ The list
Konrath, J. A. BN-7186
Ten strangers with a mysterious tattoo on the bottom of their feet have no recollection of how it got there and what it means until one of them, a homicide cop, discovers that they are all marked for death because they are next on the list.

SUS ☆ A stranger in the house
Lapena, Shari LP-5103
LARGE PRINT. Responding to a call she hoped she would never get, a woman braces herself for the worst in a bad part of town and wakes up with no memory of what happened at the same time the police and her husband accuse her of misconduct.

SUS ☆ Light touch
Leather, Stephen BN-7148
When it is believed that an undercover agent has crossed the line and has aligned herself with the international drug smugglers she was supposed to be targeting, MI5 sends in Dan "Spider" Shepherd to investigate, a dangerous mission that tests the Spider's loyalties to the limit.

SUS ☆ Red sparrow
Matthews, Jason BN-7163
Drafted against her will to serve the regime of Vladimir Putin as an intelligence seductress, Dominika Egorova engages in a charged effort of deception and tradecraft with first-tour CIA officer Nathaniel Nash before a forbidden attraction threatens their careers.

SUS ☆ Forsaken
McBride, Michael BN-7147
When scientists at a research station in Antarctica awaken a strange and ancient organism that they are unable to control, a half-human hybrid that is still evolving is unleashed on the world and has the hunger and power to wipe out the human race.

SUS ☆ Last seen
Mofina, Rick BN-7079
When their 9-year-old son, Gage, disappears at a local carnival, reporter Cal Hudson and his wife, Faith, as they frantically search for Gage, find just as much suspicion cast on them as any ill-meaning stranger when dark secrets are revealed and the line between love and violence is crossed.

SUS ☆ Humans, bow down
Patterson, James BN-7130
The Great War is over. The Robots have won. The humans who survived have two choices, they can submit and serve the vicious rulers they created or be banished to the Reserve, a desolate, unforgiving landscape where it's a crime to be human.

SUS ☆ Woman of God
Patterson, James BN-7198
The world is watching as historic crowds gather in Rome, waiting for news of a new Pope, one who promises to be unlike any other in the Church's history. Some followers are ecstatic, but the leading candidate has made a legion of powerful enemies.
SUS ☆ Secrets in death
Robb, J. D. BN-7151
Lt. Eve Dallas must separate rumors from reality when a woman who traffics in others’ secrets is silenced.

SUS ☆ Edge of darkness
Rose, Karen BN-7078
When a killer targets Meredith Fallon, who counsels sexually abused women, homicide detective Adam Kimble, who suffers from PTSD, realizes that he will risk anything to protect this woman he has come to love.

SUS ☆ Deep freeze
Sandford, John LP-5147
LARGE PRINT. When a woman from a community where she exposed school board corruption years earlier is found dead, Virgil Flowers identifies clues linking the case to a 20-year high school reunion and its related traumas, dramas and rivalries.

SUS ☆ Indecent exposure
Woods, Stuart BN-7209
As an eligible bachelor, man-about-town, and mover in the highest social echelons, Stone Barrington has always been the subject of interest and gossip. But when he's unwittingly thrust into the limelight, he finds himself scrambling to take cover. Before too long, Stone's fending off pesky nuisances left and right, and making personal arrangements so surreptitiously it would take a covert operative to unearth them.

WES ☆ Flying with the Devil's mistress
Brandvold, Peter LP-5140
LARGE PRINT. Bounty hunter Lou Prophet is through when the Red River Gang raids the town of Luther Falls, and can't do a thing to stop it. It'll be days before a posse can be assembled, and a small girl has been kidnapped by the cold-blooded outlaws. Prophet will have to go it alone.

WES ☆ To hell on a fast horse
Brandvold, Peter LP-5104
LARGE PRINT. Lock and load with bounty hunters Lou Prophet and Louisa Bonaventure on their quest to bring the West's bad men, and women, to justice. In The Devil's Ambush, Lou and Louisa are lured to an abandoned cavalry outpost and ambushed. With Louisa near death, Prophet hunts seven devils who must pay for their sins in blood. In "Bring Me the Head of Chaz Savidge!", bounty poachers shadow Prophet and Louisa as they try to get a notorious killer and rapist to the Chief U.S. Marshal in Denver.

WES ☆ The stalking death
Johnstone, Willaim W. BN-7111
When cattle baron Brad Houser declares that small-time ranchers are not allowed in Laramie County, willing to pay any price for them to go away, for good, Duff MacCallister has his own plan to put Houser six feet under.

WES ☆ Evil never sleeps
Johnstone, William W. BN-7191
As U.S. deputy marshal Will Tanner pursues a godless bank robber named Parson McCoy, Jebediah Cotton, the most notorious cattle rustler in all of Texas, sends his five remaining sons after Will, who is responsible for shooting Cotton's youngest son in the back.

WES ☆ Journey into violence
Johnstone, William W. LP-5117
LARGE PRINT. The Kerrigans risked everything to stake a claim under a big Texas sky. Now one brave woman is fighting to keep that home, against hard weather, harder luck, and the West's most dangerous men.

WES ☆ Pitchfork Pass
Johnstone, William W. BN-7109
When a blood-thirsty band of savage raiders, led by an insane gunslinger called The Old Man of the Mountain, attack his friend, kill a kindly miner and kidnap the miner's beautiful daughter, Flintlock embarks on a rescue mission, fueled by vengeance, that results in a bloody showdown that will go down in history.

WES ☆ Ride the savage land
Johnstone, William W. BN-7150
With five mail-order brides in tow, Ace and Chance Jensen are faced with an outlaw boyfriend of one of the ladies looking for his money, a deadly band of Comanche kidnappers, and a woman-hungry clan of backwoodsmen who want the brides for themselves.
The arrogant youth, keeper of a secret of which only Roamer
stranger, a specter from a past Roamer thought he'd left behind.

When Roamer's plans change when he is recognized by a dandified young
the raw, flyblown town of Forsaken, Wyoming. But Roamer's
mountain man Maple Jack, Roamer makes a brief supply stop in
LARGE PRINT. On his way to visit his crusty old mentor, the
Mayo, Matthew P.

WES
Texas John Slaughter
Johnstone, William W. LP-5128
LARGE PRINT. It's been barely a decade since the notorious
gunfight at the O.K. Corral. Rustlers and outlaws still terrorize the
land, and the citizens of Tombstone are at the end of their ropes.
The new sheriff, Texas John Slaughter, with a young pretty wife,
a sprawling cattle ranch, and a backbone of steel to match the iron
law of his badge, he is determined to bring peace to this desert
hell even if it kills him. When word gets out about an untapped
vein of silver in the Dragoon Mountains, every man in town
heads for the hills. Which makes the empty streets of Tombstone
an easy target for raiders, looters and one gang of outlaws foolish
enough to kidnap Slaughter's wife.

WES The chuckwagon trail
Johnstone, William W. BN-7188
On the run for his life, Dewey "Mac" McKenzie talks his way
onto a cattle drive heading west as a chuckwagon cook and puts
his newfound culinary skills to good use on a dangerous trail rifled
with rustlers, hostile Indians, bad weather, deadly stampedes and
the ultimate showdown with the man who framed him for murder.

WES The devil to pay
Johnstone, William W. BN-7190
Taking in a homeless family seeking refuge from a vengeful
rancher, Kate Kerrigan finds her act of charity taking a murderous
turn when the rancher comes gunning for her house guests, and
when the smoke clears, she makes a deal with the devil himself to
send the murderous gang straight to hell.

WES The legend of Perley Gates
Johnstone, William W. BN-7081
Longing for adventure, excitement and freedom, Perley Gates,
setting out to find his famous grandfather, has many near-death
encounters with hostile Indians, outlaws and killers along the way
that bring him closer to his Maker and the fabled gates he's named
for.

WES Blood oath
Lenhardt, Melissa LP-5119
LARGE PRINT. Outlander meets post-Civil War unrest in this
nonstop sequel to "Sawbones" (LP-5075). Laura Elliston and
William Kindle are on the run from the Army and from every
miscreant in the West eager to claim the $500 bounty for Laura's
capture as their own. But the danger isn't just from those pursuing
them. Laura and Kindle have demons of their own and a past that
won't stay dead. Exhausted, scared, scarred and surrounded by
enemies, neither realize the greatest danger is yet to come.

WES North of Forsaken
Mayo, Matthew P. LP-5102
LARGE PRINT. On his way to visit his crusty old mentor, the
mountain man Maple Jack, Roamer makes a brief supply stop in
the raw, flyblown town of Forsaken, Wyoming. But Roamer's
plans change when he is recognized by a dandified young
stranger, a specter from a past Roamer thought he'd left behind.
The arrogant youth, keeper of a secret of which only Roamer
knows the truth, possesses the precious deed to a valuable ranch.
The type of property people kill for.

WES Sharpshooter
Richards, Dusty BN-7110
Cattle rancher and U.S. Marshal Chet Byrnes, who has built his
empire with his bare hands, steel will and fast draw, goes up
against a gang of outlaws, the railroad and a corrupt gang of
millionaires to get the Indians a contract to supply coal to the
trains for a new railroad route through Navajo territory.

WES The mustanger and the lady
Richards, Dusty LP-5105
LARGE PRINT. Vince is a mustanger with a solitary camp high
in the Hondo Mountains, where he works his operation alone. He
likes it that way. Then, on a trip back from selling some
mustangs, he comes across Julie, a saloon girl on the run from
some pretty bad hombres. Vince takes her back to his camp with
the idea that, as soon as her horse heals up, he'll send her on her
way. But then he falls in love with her. Before he knows it, her
fight is his fight.

WES No justice in hell
West, Charles G. BN-7149
Army scout and tracker John Hawk, to keep three innocent ladies
safe from harm, must elude, and take out, notorious outlaw Zach
Dubose who has ordered them to be shot on sight.

WES Trouble rides tall
Whittington, Harry LP-5126
LARGE PRINT. "Trouble Rides Tall": after Marshal Bryant
Shafter cleans up the streets of Pony Wells, they say he's no
longer needed. "Cross the Red Creek": on the run from rumors
that plague him, Jim Gilmore decides to take a stand. "Desert
Stake-Out": Blade Merrick is torn between approaching Apaches,
three desperate hardened men, and the most desirable woman he
has ever met.

WES Where the buffalo roam
Zimmer, Michael LP-5125
LARGE PRINT. Born a slave on an east Texas cotton
plantation, Clay Little Bull was captured by the Kiowa as a child.
At the age of twenty, he left the only home he'd known in search
of freedom. An outcast among whites, blacks, and Indians, Clay
came face to face with the hypocrisy and lawlessness that ruled
the West and drew first blood escaping from a band of Kansas
slave hunters. With every mile he traveled, Clay moved closer to
a truth he was born with: freedom isn't found in a place or a
people, but in a man's willingness to love, fight, and die.
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